
 
 
 

INTERVAL INTERNATIONAL ADDS UNICO 20º 87º HOTEL RIVIERA MAYA TO ITS 
GROWING NETWORK OF ELITE RESORTS 

 
 
MIAMI, Fla., June 6, 2023 – Interval International, a leading worldwide provider of vacation services, 

recently affiliated UNICO 20º 87º HOTEL RIVIERA MAYA, one of RCD Hotels’ luxury Mexico 

properties. With ocean views and pristine white beaches, the adults-only resort connects each guest 

to the pulse of the local culture through cuisine, spa treatments, and curated adventures. Its all-

inclusive concept encourages indulgence without limits, and cultivates a modern, one-of-a-kind 

vacation.  

 “We’re thrilled to be working with UNICO 20º 87º HOTEL RIVIERA MAYA, which has quickly 

cemented itself as one of the best resorts in the region with a significant number of awards and 

accolades,” says Alexis Ralph, Interval’s VP of business development, Latin America. “The property 

is an exciting addition to Interval’s coveted collection of affiliated hospitality brands, and we look 

forward to providing our exclusive benefits to members at UNICO 20º 87º.” 

New purchasers at the Riviera Maya property will now be automatically enrolled as Interval 

Gold® or Interval Platinum® members, giving them access to resorts in some of the world’s most 

desirable destinations through exchange, Getaways, and other upgraded travel benefits. 

The affiliation marks an expanding relationship between Interval and RCD Hotels, which was 

first established in 2021, when RCD’s Nobu Residences Los Cabos joined Interval’s global network. 

RCD Hotels has been on the forefront of hospitality sales and marketing since 2010. The family-

owned company offers unique high-end hotel concepts with unrivaled experiences and entertainment 

in their locations in Mexico, the U.S. and the Caribbean.  

UNICO 20º 87º HOTEL RIVIERA MAYA is recognized as an Interval International Elite 

Resort® due to its exceptional service, and luxurious features and appointments. The property has 

448 elegant yet relaxed rooms with ninety percent of them featuring ocean views. The interiors 

incorporate many natural and handmade materials sourced from the areas surrounding the Mayan 

Riviera. Five restaurants, six bars, and a coffee shop provide an abundance of dining options, each 

using local ingredients to create a diverse mix of flavors. Guests are also invited to take advantage of 

a range of signature treatments and locally-inspired beauty rituals at the full-service spa. For those 

seeking a sense of adventure, UNICO 20º 87º HOTEL RIVIERA MAYA can arrange one-of-a-kind 

experiences such as swimming with dolphins, sailing, ziplining, snorkeling, as well as touring nearby 

historic sites and natural wonders.  
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About Interval International 

Interval International operates membership programs for vacationers and provides value-added 

services to its developer clients worldwide. Based in Miami, Florida, the company has been a pioneer 

and innovator in serving the vacation ownership market since 1976. Today, Interval's exchange 

network comprises over 3,200 resorts in more than 90 countries and territories. Through offices in 12 

countries, Interval offers world-class products and benefits to resort clients and approximately 1.6-

million-member families who are enrolled in various membership programs. Interval is an operating 

business of Marriott Vacations Worldwide Corporation (NYSE: VAC), a leading global vacation 

company that offers vacation ownership, exchange, rental and resort and property management, 

along with related businesses, products, and services. Visit Interval International on LinkedIn, 

Instagram and Facebook. 

 

Contact: Kelly Richie, 305-925-7032 

Kelly.Richie@intervalintl.com 
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